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The course provides a rigorous introduction to the key elements of contractual design. The main
results of contract theory and of the principal-agent model are presented in a unified conceptual
framework. After having introduced a benchmark model under symmetric information, this
assumption is relaxed to study the problems of adverse selection and moral hazard arising under
asymmetric information.
Throughout the course applications of contract theory to a variety of fields in Economics and
Finance are presented. If time allows, the last part of the course will discuss more advanced themes
and focus specifically on some of them (i.e. common agency and games played through agents).
In what follows a provisional program of the course is outlined, with the indication of the required
textbook and of further basic bibliographic references. A more precise syllabus, as well as
additional readings - especially as far as applications are concerned, will be provided during the
course. The required textbook constitutes the essential reference for the course and it will be
covered entirely, but for some of the applications and of the more advanced themes.
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Contracts under symmetric information. The optimal payment mechanism and the optimal
level of effort.
The principal-agent model. Individual rationality and incentive compatibility.
Contractual design under asymmetric information: moral hazard. The basic idea: hidden
actions and incentives; the baseline model with two levels of effort; the case of continuous
effort: the first-order approach.
Contractual design under asymmetric information: adverse selection. The basic idea: the
market for ‘lemons’; the screening solution; adverse selection in the presence of principals
competing for agents; adverse selection with a continuum of types.
Signaling. Private information and signaling. The basic idea: education as a signal; agents
signaling their characteristics; the informational power of contracts; the intuitive criterion.
More Advanced Themes. The relationships between several principals and one agent: common
agency. The interactions between several principals and several agents: games played through
agents. The interaction between a principal and several agents: an introduction to auctions.
Signaling and multiplicity of equilibria: an introduction to equilibrium refinements and cheaptalk games.
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